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Abstract: A very detailed computer model of the human

and Kirchoffs laws [3,41.

thorax as a volume conductor was construct employing the
Visible Human Man data. The model is based on finite
difference element method. The sensitivity distributions,
i.e., the lead fields, of ECG leads were determined using
reciprocal energization of the ECG leads. The method and
model provides the sensitivity in 15 168 locations in the
myocardium forming practically continuous lead field.In
this study the effects of the blood masses to the properties
of the standard lead I was assessed. The results indicated

The anatomy of the model was derived from the Visible
Human Man data (VHM). The original accuracy of the
cryosection images of the VHM is large (1216 * 2048 pixels).

that the large veins form almost as

important

inhomogeneity as the intracardiac blood masses.

INTRODUCTION
The constitutes of the human thorax as a volume conductor

affect the electric field generated by the heart. Generally,
computer models include models of the cardiac muscle,
intracardiac blood minses,lungs, and some bone strucfures such

as sternum and spine. The use of the models of other
inhomogeneities such as other blood masses, liver, skeletal
muscle and fat may improve the accuacy of ECG simulations.
The influence of the inhomogeneities can be appraised by
using simulation models of the heart activation with difference

volume conductor models. However, since the results are
affected as well by the activation pattern the effect of the
inhomogeneities can not be independently analyzed. The lead
vector [1] or lead field [2] methods provides dirsct evidence of
the capacity of the leads to detect myocardial sources.
Using the original definition of the lead field inroduced by

McFee [2] the lead field, i.e., the sensitivity disribution of

a

ECG lead, can be calculated uing the reciprocity theorem stated
byHelmholz. The lead field is directlyrelated to the reciprocal
current field generated by the energized lead. With this
technique the sensitivity of a lead in the entire volume of the
heart can be obtained in one energization of the model.
A very detailed frnite difference method (FDIO computer
model of the human thorax was devised based on the Human
Visible Man data (US National Library of Medicine) (VHM.
The FDM model provides an excellent platform for lead field

analpis.
METHODS
Thorax model

The computer model of the human thorax as a volume
conductor is based on the finite difference element method
(FDM.The volume of ttre thorax is divided into small elements
described by internode resistances and node potentials forming
a large sparse

s)6tem of linear equations set up by using Ohm's

For data storage and image analysis the accuracy was decreased
to 250*250 pixels. These images were segmented based on
IARD method [5] providing the volume elements of the thorax
and its inhomogeneities. Practically all structures visible in the
reduced accuracy images were segmented. These include, in

addition to the standard feahres listed above, kidneys, liver,
trache4 stomactr, colon, heart and body fat, skeletal muscles, all
bone struchrres and blood masses: aorta, inferior and superior
vena cava, pulmonary artery and vein, carotid artery and other
visible vessels.
The segmented volume data was employed to construct a
model of the thorax as a volume conductor. The segmented
voxels give directly the elements for finite difference method

calculation.

For practical calculations the full accuracy of the Visual
Human Man anatomical data has not yet been employed. A
model was constructed using 4 mm and in lower thorax 8 mm
intervals between slices. The model constructed comprised of
4M307 elements defined by a nonuniform rectangular grid. In
the heart area the element size was 0.011 cm3 increasing to 0.7

cm3 on back of the thorax and fiuther to 2.8

cm3 on lower

section of the thorax.

Reciprocal leadfield
Nodes under the ECG-electrode location were defined as
source nodes with +100V voltage. The size of the electrode was

4 cnf' which is bigger than

an ECG electrode, but with this size
the locational errors and variations are somewhat decreased.
The current field in the volume conductor generated by these
reciprocal source was calculated by the FDM solver. Since the
source volume-conductor problem is linear, the reciprocal
current applied to the electrodes can be determined and the

results can be scaled after the FDM calculation
At each node the lead field is the current going through the
node [4,6].This current is directly related to the sensitivity of
the ECG-lead at the point. ln our model the lead held of the
heart muscle is defined in 15 168 locations.
In this paper we have used the model to study the effects of
various blood masses to the lead field of the standard lead I.
Four cases were studied:
- a model without blood masses,
- a model with intracardiac blood masses.
- amodel with intracardiac blood masses and aorta, inferior
and superior vona cava, pulmonary artery and vein
- amodel with frrll anatomical accuracy that is a model with
all blood masses.
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In each case the blood resistivity of those blood masses not

modelled was changed to 460 Qcm representing an average
sensitivity of the thorax. The reciprocal lead field calculated by
the FDM solver was integrated over the myocardial region to
calculate the total sensitivitv of the lead.

CONCLUSIONS
The strong effect of the inEacrdiac blood masses indicated

in Table I has been observed in many snrdies. In addition, our
results indicate that the effect of the large veins is almost in the
same order manifesting that these inhomogeneities should be

as well considered. The smaller blood vessels has

RESULTS

less

important effect as could be expected.

Figure f . indicates a ftansverse view of the thorax model
with all blood masses and the lead vectors of the standard lead
I at approximately middle of the left ventricle mass. For clarity
all lead vsctors obtained are not indicated. The effect of the
intracardial blood masses is demonstrated by increased
magnitude of the lead vectors in blood masses and endocardial
region and by aiming of the vectors towards the blood masses.
Table I shows the proportionai sensitivity of a standard lead
I to detect myocardial sources and the volumes of the blood
masses. The model with all blood masses has the proportional
sensitivity of l00Vo. The blood masses decreased the sensitivity
of the limb lead I. The inracardial blood masses had the largest

effect. The model without blood masses indicated ll2Vo
proportional sensitivity. The small vessels changed the
sensitivity oriy l7o.

The blood masses decreased the sensitivity of lead I to
detect myocardial sources. Well conducting blood masses
direct the current flow true the masses decreasing

the

reciprocal field in the heart muscle. This is the case also with
the intracardiac blood masses. In the VHM data the atrias are
filled and ventricles contain only small amount of blood. Thus,
the intracardiac blood masses direct the current flow troughs

the atrial region reducing the sensitivity of the main heart
muscle mass of the left ventricle. The effect of the blood
masses, especially that of the innacardium is most probably
different for ottrer leads. The blood masses change the direction
of the sensitivity that was not estimated here. All these aspects
will be considered in future sfudies.
The reciprocal method is adept especially with

FDM

where

the volume elements of the conductor are modelled providing
the field throughout the conductor. All the heart nodes, 15168

in our

model, can be used as source locations providing
for the analysis of the effects of the constitutes of
the volune conductor and for the basis of the simulation of the
accurate data
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activation of the heart.
A method to segment MR etc. image data was devised.
The segmented voxels give directly the elements for FDM
calculation Thus, a fiurctional and fast method to construct
volume conductor models has been constructed.
The Visible Human Man data was employed to construct a
model of the thorax as a volume conductor. The VHM data
provides an excellent source of very accurate anatomical data.
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